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How incorporating 3D printing into the
higher ed curriculum helps prepare 
students for success in STEM careers



The industrial world is evolving at a rapid pace. As companies struggle to keep up with this
evolution, and as they turn to the talent pool for help, they’re running into a dearth of
hands-on problem-solving capabilities. New college graduates,
for example, may be great at theory and may have amassed
a large amount of knowledge while in school, but many
don’t know how to design, build, and create products and
tools. This creates a real problem in the industrial world,
where technology advancements, the re-shoring of 
manufacturing processes, and the sheer speed of business
are all pushing companies to work smarter, better, and faster. 

To achieve these goals, companies need workforces that can create, build, and improve
upon existing products. And while higher education has historically focused on infusing
theory and knowledge into students via textbooks, lectures, and projects, today’s 
institutions are taking that a step further and leveraging 3D printing to engage science,
technology, engineering, and math (STEM) students in hands-on initiatives. Using a project-
based learning approach, these universities can take design and creation off the 2D, 
CAD-based (computer aided design) drawing board and actually put it right into the hands
of the makers themselves. 

Those makers, in turn, can formulate engineering decisions, choose their designs, print out
their products, evaluate their progress, and then circle back to the beginning (if necessary)
and improve upon their work. They can redesign and reiterate—just like they would in the
industrial engineering or manufacturing environment—make modifications, test again, 
identify failure points, strengthen their designs, and basically set up research and 
development (R&D) shops right on the college campus. This is an unprecedented trend
that’s been made possible by the continuing availability and affordability of 3D equipment,
software, and materials. 
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Not Afraid of Failing Fast
In the business world, the term “fail fast” is used to describe systems that immediately 
report failures and problems as they surface, thus allowing engineers to quickly address
and correct the problems. And while higher education doesn’t necessarily condone 
“failure” on any level, it’s actually an essential part of STEM education. In fact, failing is
good. It gives you the ability to go back and correct your mistakes and learn from them.
Failing also engages groups of students in the creation process and forces them to 
collaborate to solve problems as they arise. Add 3D printing to this level of applied 
knowledge and it’s easy to see how this experience can more effectively prepare students
to solve real-world engineering and production problems. 

It’s no secret that industry needs more students who are equipped with applied 
knowledge and who can come into a situation, evaluate it, and answer questions about it.
And while specialized training and support are clearly necessary when new employees
come onboard, the closer our institutions can come to preparing graduates to fulfill these
roles the better. This is an exciting time and a real opportunity for colleges to use tools like
3D printing to achieve these goals.

The Easy Route from CAD to 3D Printing 
Right now, companies are relocating to areas where institutions emphasize and support
STEM education. They want to be “in the mix” with these schools as students progress
through their technical educations and out into the work world. Without much ramp-up
time, institutions can tap into the power of 3D printing and help pupils gain the hands-on
application experience that employers are expecting. You don’t need to attend six weeks’
worth of training to use 3D printing efficiently. You simply need to have a design back-
ground, be able to draw in CAD (or another digital file), and have the desire to build
something. It’s as simple as that. 

At the college level right now, any group that’s designing in 2D CAD has everything it
needs to get started with 3D printing. Using a CAD computer file, the student would send
a Microsoft Word document to a printer (as you would for a picture in Word), select a 
horizontal, landscape, or portrait orientation, and click print. The system does the rest of

Because STEM students can touch and feel the actual parts that
they’re designing, they benefit from new levels of engagement
both in and out of the classroom. 



the work. Students then remove the part from the printer, assess whether it fits, determine
whether it “feels” right and if the holes match up, or take any other steps to make sure it
will do the job right. 

Because STEM students can touch and feel the actual parts that they’re designing, they
benefit from new levels of engagement both in and out of the classroom. No longer 
relegated to relying on lectures and either online or offline textbooks to learn key 
concepts, these students gain from accelerated, applied learning that’s presented in a very
challenge-based manner. After all, seeing something in 2D is nothing like holding it in 3D. 

Curriculum that Builds a Living, Breathing Support Ecosystem
Some instructors pick up 3D printing and run with it. Others need training and profes-
sional development to help them integrate this innovative concept into their classrooms. 
To address both side of this spectrum, Stratasys has developed a 17-week curriculum that
was designed with colleges and universities in mind (although it is universally applicable).
Working with a long-time user of 3D printing, we created modules that include everything
from very simple, 2- or 3-day projects all the way up to advanced 2- to 3-week projects.
All of the projects are focused on design, engineering, or architecture.  Through these
modules, we’re building a living and breathing ecosystem that reaches instructors and 
students both in and out of the STEM realm and that helps users learn from one another. 
We’ve also developed an “extreme design” contest for anyone who is using CAD files to
create innovative products. Based on the submissions that we receive, we’re awarding
scholarship dollars to the winners. We’ve already seen a number of schools turn our con-
test into semester-long projects, and we expect more institutions to get involved and help
us build a blueprint for 3D printing success in the STEM classroom. 
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With the cost of professional 3D printers dropping from $50,000 in 2005 to a current
$6,000, the equipment and materials are now within reach for many institutions of higher
education. As evidenced by the attention now being paid to 3D printing across many 
different industries and applications, as the price of the equipment dropped the interest
levels increased exponentially. To make 3D printing even more accessible to schools, we
recently started offering educational pricing on our 3D printing materials. This price drop,
augmented by the many different grants focused on STEM and advanced manufacturing,
has made 3D printing much more accessible for a wider population of schools. 

The Possibilities are Endless 
It’s not just the engineering field that’s getting excited about the 3D printing
revolution. In the future, expect the application to expand beyond STEM
and involve the biology, art, anthropology, and other departments on 
campus. Knowing that anything that’s in 3D can now be printed, for 
example, biomedical students are developing custom parts and pieces of
specific models, while anatomy and physiology pupils are printing CT scans,
bones, and other items that people can actually touch and feel—not just
read about and look at on the printed page. On the anthropology
front, the Smithsonian has already scanned thousands of its artifacts to
make them “printable,” and archaeologists working out in the field are
scanning their finds and then sending those files to offices, where they can be

printed and shared with everyone. Imagine being able to touch a 1,000-year-old fossil
without having to visit a museum or dig one up on your own; the possibilities are endless. 
Here at Stratasys, we believe in education. We’ve invested a lot of time, money, and effort
into education, because we think it’s extremely important to expose students to this inno-
vative learning and creating platform. Ultimately, those students who get involved with this
type of project-based learning while in school will help populate a labor pool that’s ready
to design, create, and innovate in a very real and hands-on manner. 

Jesse Roitenberg has been the head of North American education for Stratasys for the past 
seven years. He has been involved in 3D printing, additive manufacturing, and direct digital 
manufacturing for the past 10 years.

In the future, expect the application to expand beyond STEM
and involve the biology, art, anthropology, and other 
departments on campus. 
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CASE STUDY: 3D PRINTING REMOVES THE
LIMITATIONS OF ENGINEERING EDUCATION 

Sheridan College’s School of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering & Technology has been using
3D printing in the classroom for more than 10 years. As 3D equipment, software, and material
have evolved, this Brampton, Ontario-based institution’s use of 3D printing has grown to encom-
pass a wide range of educational projects. Farzad Rayegani, Ph.D., associate dean and professor,
was an early proponent of these efforts and says 3D printing helps future engineers do what they
love doing most—create stuff.  

“Regardless of their specific disciplines, engineers conceive, design, implement, and operate,” says
Rayegani. “Using 3D printing, students are able to progress through the entire cycle of engineering
design in a very hands-on manner.” This wasn’t
possible in the traditional educational setting,
where the resources needed to go through the
entire creation cycle weren’t available. Students
could design, but they couldn’t build. Nor
could they circle back, tweak designs, and 
repeat the cycle.

Rayegani says 3D printing also helps keep
STEM students engaged in the engineering
curriculum by allowing them to get hands-on
experience much earlier than they otherwise
would. “Engineers want to build cars, buildings,
bridges, computers, and other things, yet we
put too much math, science, and research early
in the curriculum,” Rayegani points out. “We
give them scientific fact after fact and assume
that with enough facts, they’ll become 
engineers or scientists.” 

Using 3D printing, the same classrooms can be
transformed into playgrounds—where the
world’s future engineers can start experimenting, designing, and creating during their early years in
college. “Previously, it was learn for three years and then do a capstone project during year four,”
says Rayegani. “Well, four years is a long time to wait to be able to play. How many STEM students
get discouraged along the way? A lot.”

Rehabilitation Exoskeleton Device for a Hand ( R.E.D.
Hand) is a universal device designed by Sheridan 
College's engineering students to help people with 
hand disabilities.

“Using 3D printing, students are
able to progress through the entire
cycle of engineering design in a 
very hands-on manner.” 
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A better approach, says Rayegani, is to focus on challenge-based teaching and project-based learn-
ing that effectively lays out a playground where STEM students can jump in and start experiment-
ing. Where the traditional manufacturing environment, with its CNC and cutting machines,
presented major constraints for achieving this goal, 3D printing helps to fill that gap by allowing
students to develop prototypes, test out designs, and rework products.

At Sheridan College, students recently used 3D printing to develop an alternate manifold setup for
a Formula One racecar. Their goal was to come up with a new manifold shape that would improve
the car’s air and fuel efficiency. Using 3D printing, students were able to develop a new manifold
(without concern over the complexity of the product’s actual shape because it’s produced layer-
by-layer on a printer), print it out, and test it on the car. They completed several cycles before 
deciding on a final design. 

“When you take out the constraints of equipment like CNC mills and lathes, and when you 
consider that the parts we use today were probably made 20 to 50 years ago and based on 
manufacturability, the possibilities are endless,” says Rayegani. “There is a huge opportunity for 
students to be creative, manufacture everything on a 3D printer, and come up with newer and 
better designs. And it can all happen as soon as students get to college—not four years later, or
even worse, when it’s already too late to engage them in technical curriculums.” 
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Every day, our customers find simpler, smarter approaches to stubborn design problems–

and greater confidence to confront towering human and technological challenges. Less 

hindered by the usual constraints, they can imagine, design, iterate, and replicate more freely

than ever before. By providing the shortest possible path from idea to solid object, Stratasys

empowers them to untangle complexity, tackle tough problems, uncover new solutions—

and to do it all with the urgency our accelerating world demands.

We’ve been at the forefront of 3D printing innovation for more than 25 years. We’re shaping

lives by helping researchers and health experts expand human knowledge and advance

health care delivery. We are fueling the next generation of innovation through our work in

aerospace, automotive, and education. We’re trusted worldwide by leading manufacturers

and groundbreaking designers, makers, thinkers and doers. As a proud innovation partner,

we offer the best mix of technologies, deep industry expertise, and the most flexible 

implementation options to meet our customers’ needs—whatever shape they may take. 

Learn more at Stratasys.com.

This Ed-Tech Point of View was produced by eCampus News, a leading publisher and

producer of higher education technology publications and events, dedicated to the 

advancement and wise use of technology to improve teaching and learning for all.  

eCampus News offers ed tech decision-makers a range of products—including magazines,

white papers, websites, newsletters, webinars, and other products—that provide in-depth 

coverage of the latest innovations, trends, and real-world challenges and solutions impacting

the education community.   Explore more at www.eCampusNews.com

http://www.stratasys.com



